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“Los dominicanos se miran en un espejo y lo que ven es Brad Pitt – rubio, guapo, ojos 
azules.”  

 
–Cuban national in Santiago27 

Chapter 7 

Delimiting Dominicanidad:  
Race, Region and Notions of Typicality28 

The population of the Dominican Republic comprises a rich racial, cultural, and 

phenotypic landscape, encompassing a diverse range of physical profiles and conveying a 

broad spectrum of “Dominican racial identity.” Still, a cross-disciplinary academic 

consensus has contended that Dominicans lack racial self-awareness and are confused about 

their racial identity. This contention is echoed in popular sentiment, as in the case of a 

Cuban national in Santiago that states, regarding Dominican self-awareness, ‘Dominicans 

look at themselves in a mirror and what they see is Brad Pitt – blonde, good-looking, blue 

eyes’. Chapter 6 of this dissertation discusses the ways in which participants describe their 

race and highlights that the most frequent identifier for race in these data is ‘Dominican.’ 

This chapter engages the notion of nationality as a racial identity and unpacks the physical 

information embedded in the term dominicano.  

The notion of nationality as a racial identity has both inclusive and exclusionary 

ramifications. In one sense, it is a unifying discourse—privileging shared national heritage 

over individual differences. Nonetheless, as nationality takes on the character of race, it 

                                                
27 ‘Dominicans look at themselves in the mirror, and what they see is Brad Pitt – blonde, 

good-looking, blue eyes’. 
 
28 Portions of this chapter previously published as Wheeler, E. M. (2015). Race, Legacy, 

and Lineage in the Dominican Republic. The Black Scholar 45(2), 34-44. 
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becomes linked to physical characteristics, such that national identity becomes a functional 

index of racial identity. In this process, some physical profiles fall comfortably within the 

boundaries of dominicanidad, while others are pushed to the periphery. To the extent that 

peripheral physical profiles fail to conform to expectations for “la raza dominicana,” these 

individuals may also face race-based challenges to their nationality. 

This chapter first discusses the way in which interview participants describe the notion 

of a ‘typical Dominican.’ Then, the analysis turns to survey data from Santo Domingo and 

Dajabón concerning racial terms and Dominicanness. Finally, the chapter examines racial 

terms and specific designations of typicality among participants in Santiago and Santo 

Domingo.  

A. Interview Participants: The ‘Typical Dominican’ 

When asked to describe the physical appearance of the ‘typical Dominican,’ participants 

across research sites confirm that, generally, this is a difficult task. Participants primarily see 

this task as difficult because of the tremendous physical diversity within the country. A 

participant in Santiago states, ‘It is very difficult … it is that we have from albinos to very 

morenos … very aquiline nose, wide [nose]. Every type of color’ (‘Es muy difícil … Es que 

tenemos desde albinos hasta muy morenos … nariz muy perfilada, ancha. Todo tipo de 

color,’ STI_INT5). To illustrate this point, the participant invokes the image of the muñeca 

sin rostro (lit. ‘doll without [a] face’, see Figure 79). She explains, ‘We do not have one 

face. Some artisans invented the muñeca sin rostro. There is every kind of variety here … 

[It] represents that, that there is not a specific face’ (‘No tenemos un rostro. Algunos 

artesanos inventaron la muñeca sin rostro. Hay toda clase de variedad aquí … Representa 
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eso, que no hay un rostro específico,’ STI_INT5). For this participant, there is diversity in 

features of the face, such as lips and eyes, and also the different manifestations of Spanish, 

African, and Taíno heritage.  

 
Figure 79: Muñeca sin Rostro 

For other participants, although tremendous physical diversity exists within the country, 

the image of Dominican typicality falls within the indio or trigueño profiles. A participant in 

Santiago describes having an instinct that someone is Dominican. As an example, she states 

that sometimes while watching a movie she thinks ‘That man seems Dominican,’ although it 

is difficult to say why (STI_INT7). The participant offers that the instinct may be because of 

skin color that is indio medio or a mixture of African and European characteristics 

(STI_INT7). Another participant in Santiago, who describes herself as trigueña, positions 

herself as a near typical Dominican, ‘I am … I am close to a typical Dominican … a mixture 

of white and black with different tones’ (‘Yo soy … estoy cerca de un dominicano típico 

[trigueña] … una mezcla de blanco y negro con diferentes tonos,’ STI_INT3). Other 
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participants confirm the position of indio and trigueño as sites of Dominican typicality. A 

participant in Santiago states, ‘Here it is more the indio or the trigueño’ (‘Aquí más es el 

indio o el trigueño,’ STI_INT8). A participant in Santo Domingo confirms:  

We have a mixture of, of [the] black and white race. So, the Dominican would be 
like an indio, trigueño, something like that. Although we have a little of everything, 
but like the mixture is strong like this. We cannot say that we are a white race.  
 
(‘Nosotros tenemos mezcla de, de raza negra y blanca. Entonces, el dominicano 
sería como un indio, trigueño, algo así. Aunque tenemos de todo un poco, pero como 
que la mezcla es fuerte así. No podemos decir que somos una raza de blanca,’ 
SDQ_INT7).  
 

Another participant in Santo Domingo confirms that Dominican typicality may be situated 

in the indio category, ‘That is the Dominican nation in its majority – indios’ (‘Eso es el 

pueblo dominicano en su mayoría – indios,’ SDQ_INT1).  

For some participants, although typicality is not specifically indio or trigueño, mixture 

still plays an important role. The ‘typical Dominican’ may manifest in a variety of physical 

profiles, but participants concur that blanco is generally positioned outside of Dominican 

identity. A participant in Santo Domingo describes this mixture as mulato, ‘Primarily they 

say … that we are more mulatos than negros and indios. Primarily Dominicans are mulatos’ 

(‘Mayormente dicen … que somos más mulatos que negros e indios. Mayormente los 

dominicanos son mulatos,’ SDQ_INT4). Another participant in Santo Domingo positions 

Dominican typicality in the middle space, ‘We are neither morenos nor blancos (‘No somos 

ni morenos ni blancos,’ SDQ_INT6). Two other participants state that the ‘typical 

Dominican’ could represent any physical profile except blanco. The first participant states:  

Within indio, mulato, moreno, negro and haitiano … It is that it can be from all 
[profiles] … it is very broad, but do not look for it in blanco or rubio … Like my 
nephews, they do not appear Dominican because they are too white. 
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‘Dentro de indio, mulato, prieto, moreno, negro y haitiano … Es que puede ser de 
todos … es muy amplio, pero no lo busques dentro de lo blanco o lo rubio … Como 
mis sobrinos, no parecen dominicanos porque son demasiado blancos,’ SDQ_INT5).  
 

The second participant states, ‘The majority of the Dominican nation is a mulato, negro 

nation, everything except blanco’ (‘La mayoría del pueblo dominicano es un pueblo 

moreno, mulato, negro, todo menos blanco,’ DAJ_INT2).  

One participant invokes eyes color as part of the ‘typical Dominican’ profile and uses as 

an example Dominican American professional baseball player Alex Rodríguez, ‘Alex 

Rodríguez is [a] descendant of Dominicans. He does not seem Dominican. People do not 

associate light eyes with Dominicans’ (‘Alex Rodríguez. Es descendiente de dominicanos. 

No parece dominicano. La gente no asocian ojos claros con dominicanos,’ STI_INT7). She 

continues, ‘Eyes complement the idea that someone forms’ (‘Los ojos complentan la idea 

que uno forma,’ STI_INT7). 

A participant in Santiago views several images and comments on how the person in each 

image would be positioned with respect to Dominican typicality. For this participant, 

FEMALE_7 is Dominican, without qualification. FEMALE_2 could be Dominican, but 

could also be Mexican or Central American. FEMALE_1 does not appear Dominican; 

FEMALE_5 is Dominican, more or less; and FEMALE_8 could be Haitian because of her 

dark color and full lips. FEMALE_4 is Dominican, and the participant asks where 

FEMALE_6 is from. MALE_1 is a Dominican from a mountain region; MALE_2, 

MALE_5, MALE_6, and MALE_7 are Dominican; and MALE_3 appears to be Haitian, 

even though he has lighter skin, because of his nose and his mouth. MALE_4 could be 

Mexican or Colombian (see Figure 80). 
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Figure 80: Images Evaluated by Interview Participant for Dominicanness 

When considering whether there can be such a thing as a ‘typical Dominican,’ interview 

participants, while acknowledging broad physical diversity, generally place Dominican 

typicality as a mixed identity and emphasize that it is not a white identity. 

B. Experiment 1: ¿Dominicano o no? 

The following experiment explores how Dominicans see and delimit la raza dominicana 

– which physical profiles fall within the perceived boundaries of dominicanidad and which 

are peripheral. Otherwise stated, what physical information is included in the term 

dominicano, and what information is excluded? To explore this question, 64 participants in 

Santo Domingo and Dajabón were asked to examine 48 color photographs and indicate 

whether the person in each photo was Dominican. The results from this experiment appear 
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below.  

1. Overall 

Each of the 64 participants evaluates the perceived dominicanidad of individuals in 48 

images, yielding a total of 3,072 data points. The results are as follows. Participants 

determine individual images to appear Dominican between 17.19 percent and 89.06 percent 

of the time. Participants additionally describe the matiz racial of the person in each image, 

and participants associate racial terms (e.g., blanco, indio, negro) with Dominicanness 

between 38.26 percent and 77.79 percent of the time. Figure 81 contains the frequency data 

for perceived Dominicanness by matiz racial category. 

 
Figure 81: Perceived Dominicanness by Matiz Racial Category 

When weighted by category, indio (77.8%) and moreno (76.4%) are the terms that 

participants most frequently use to describe images that they determine to be Dominican.  

Rubio (38.3%) is the category that participants least frequently use when identifying a 

person as Dominican. Overall, participants determine images from all categories to appear 

more Dominican than not, with the exception of images described as negro (46.3%), prieto 
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(45.5%), and rubio (38.3.%).  

Table 112. Cross-Tabulation: Dominicanness, Matiz Racial 

 
Y N YN None 

 Blanco/a 366 (59.9%) 241 (39.4%) 3 (0.5%) 1 (0.2%) 611 
Colorao 61 (53.9%) 52 (46.0%) 

 
  113 

Indio/a 690 (77.8%) 183 (20.6%) 10 (1.1%) 4 (0.6%) 887 
Jabao/a 98 (57.7%) 69 (40.6%) 3 (1.8%)   170 
Moreno/a 282 (76.4%) 103 (27.9%) 1 (0.3%)   369 
Mulato/a 153 (65.7%) 78 (33.5%) 2 (0.9%)   233 
Negro/a 57 (46.3%) 66 (53.7%) 

 
  123 

Pelirrojo/a 36 (53.7%) 30 (44.8%) 1 (1.5%)   67 
Prieto/a 15 (45.5%) 17 (51.5%) 1 (3.0%)   33 
Rubio/a 44 (38.3%) 70 (60.9%) 1 (0.9%)   115 
Trigueño/a 74 (72.6%) 27 (26.5%) 1 (0.9%)   102 
Otro/a 137 (65.9%) 71 (34.1%) 

 
  208 

None 8 (33.3%) 4 (16.7%) 3 (12.5%) 9 (37.5%) 24 

 
2021 1011 26 14 3072 

 
65.79% 32.91% 0.85% 0.46% 

  
Table 113 contains four 1-to-1 association rules that derive from the relationship 

between the variables DESCRIPTION (matiz racial term) and DOMINICAN (evaluation of 

Dominicanness). These rules predict that participants that describe an image as trigueño, 

mulato, moreno, or indio, will also judge the image to look Dominican.  

Table 113. Association Rules: DESCRIPTION, DOMINICAN 

 If Then Support Confidence Lift 
1 {DESCRIPTION= 

TRIGUENO} 
{DOMINICAN=Y} 0.024 0.725 1.107 

2 {DESCRIPTION= 
MULATO} 

{DOMINICAN=Y} 0.049 0.652 0.996 

3 {DESCRIPTION= 
MORENO} 

{DOMINICAN=Y} 0.092 0.731 1.115 

4 {DESCRIPTION= 
INDIO} 

{DOMINICAN=Y} 0.223 0.773 1.181 

From these evaluations, additional patterns emerge regarding the images most 

frequently, least frequently, and equally frequently described as Dominican. 
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The four profiles most frequently identified as Dominican appear in Figure 82: 

MALE_20, MALE_2, FEMALE_19, and FEMALE_25. The most frequent image of 

dominicanidad is MALE_20, identified as dominicano by 89.06 percent of participants. The 

second most frequent image is MALE_2, identified as dominicano by 87.5 percent of 

participants. Participants have identified FEMALE_19 and FEMALE_25 as dominicana in 

85.94 percent of cases. 

 
Figure 82: Images Most Frequently Identified as Dominican (SDQ, DAJ) 

These evaluations confirm that a diverse range of physical profiles fit comfortably (here, 

with a 85.94 to 89.06 percent consensus) within the notion of la raza dominicana. This 

diversity is further revealed in the terminology used by participants to describe the matiz 

racial of the images. Participants describe MALE_20 as moreno (34.38 percent) and indio 

(34.38 percent) with equal frequency. This result is noteworthy for two reasons. First, it 

indicates the centrality of the moreno profile within la raza dominicana; second, it reveals 

the physical breadth of the category indio. MALE_2 is described as blanco (56.25 percent) 

and indio / indio claro (23.44 percent). Participants primarily describe FEMALE_19 as 

blanca (51.56 percent), and FEMALE_25 as india (53.13 percent). These results tend to 

suggest that there is a moreno profile, a blanco/blanca profile, and an indio/india profile that 

fit squarely within conceptions of dominicanidad.  
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Notwithstanding the physical diversity of the Dominican Republic, participants have 

very clear ideas about which profiles fall at the periphery of Dominican racial identity. The 

four profiles least frequently identified as Dominican appear in Figure 83: MALE_10, 

MALE_1, MALE_11, and FEMALE_16. The least frequently identified image is 

MALE_10, identified as dominicano by only 17.19 percent of participants. MALE_129 is 

identified as dominicano by 28.13 percent of participants. Participants have identified 

MALE_11 as dominicano in 29.69 percent of cases, and FEMALE_16 as dominicana in 

35.94 percent of cases. These evaluations reveal an interesting pattern in the profiles that fall 

at the periphery of la raza dominicana. With respect to matiz racial, MALE_10 is described 

as rubio (45.31 percent) and blanco (28.13 percent). MALE_1 is described as blanco (39.06 

percent) and rubio (25 percent). MALE_11 is described as blanco (29.69 percent), colorao 

(18.75 percent) and indio (17.19 percent). FEMALE_16 is described as india (28.13 

percent) and blanca (26.56 percent). All four of the images least frequently judged to be 

Dominican share a common descriptor – blanco/a.  

 
Figure 83: Images Least Frequently Identified as Dominican (SDQ, DAJ) 

                                                
29 MALE_1 is not identified here due to limited permissions respecting publication of 

the model’s image. Study participants were able to see the complete image. 
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As noted above, there is a blanco/a profile that fits squarely within dominicanidad (e.g., 

MALE_2, FEMALE_19 in Figure 82 above). The evaluations of the images in Figure 83, 

however, reveal that there is also a blanco/a profile that falls at the periphery of 

dominicanidad. Participants have described MALE_10 and MALE_1 as blanco and rubio, a 

combination that participants associate with ruso (‘Russian’), europeo (‘European’), 

internacional but, generally, not Dominican. Regarding MALE_1, one participant answers, 

“No,” that MALE_1 does not appear Dominican. “Si es dominicano…” the participant 

continues, “…es cibaeño” (‘If he is Dominican, he’s [from the Cibao Valley region]’), 

evoking again the relationship between race and region. Participants associate the northern 

region of the country with lighter physical profiles, profiles that might not otherwise fall 

within the perceived physical boundaries of Dominicanness. Participants also assign 

MALE_11 and FEMALE_16, who share the overlapping descriptors of blanco/a and 

indio/a, outsider identities – describing both as americano/a and español/a. Participants 

additionally describe MALE_11 as boricua (‘Puerto Rican’) and FEMALE_16 as argentina 

(‘Argentine’). These results suggest that there is a physical blanco/a profile that participants 

associate with Europe, the United States, and other Latin American countries, that falls 

outside of contemporary conceptions of la raza dominicana. 

The three profiles identified as Dominican and as not Dominican with nearly equal 

frequency appear in Figure 84: MALE_23, MALE_4, and FEMALE_9. Participants identify 

MALE_23 as dominicano in 48.44 percent of cases. MALE_4 and FEMALE_9 are 

identified as dominicano/a by 50 percent of participants. 
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Figure 84: Images Described as Dominican and as Not Dominican with Nearly Equal Frequency 
 
These evaluations reveal additional information about the physical profiles that are 

equally likely to be considered Dominican or extranjero (‘foreigner’). Regarding matiz 

racial, participants describe MALE_23 as negro (51.56 percent) and prieto (26.56 percent); 

MALE_4 as indio (39.06 percent) and blanco (26.56 percent); and FEMALE_9 as blanca 

(39.06 percent) and jabá (23.44 percent). The three profiles in this category are diverse, 

representing a spectrum of physical characteristics. Participants that identify MALE_23 as 

extranjero describe him as haitiano (‘Haitian’) and africano (‘African’). Participants that 

describe MALE_23 as Dominican, describe him as having descendencia africana (‘African 

descent’). The presence of this profile in this category is important because it responds to 

another aspect of the cross-disciplinary consensus – namely, that Dominicans will assume 

that anyone fitting the negro profile is Haitian. In this instance, participants describe 

MALE_23 as negro or prieto and are nearly equally likely to identify him as Dominican or 

not Dominican. 

MALE_4 is another profile that intersects the categories of indio and blanco (Cf. 

MALE_2, MALE_11, FEMALE_16 in Figures 82 and 83 above), and, in this case, 

participants identify the image as Dominican and extranjero in equal proportion. 
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Participants that identify MALE_4 as extranjero describe him as árabe (‘Arab’), azteca 

(‘Aztec’), americano (‘American’), and mexicano (‘Mexican’). Participants that describe 

FEMALE_9 as extranjera do not assign her a specific nationality.  

The results show that there is space for diverse profiles to fit comfortably within 

dominicanidad. The profiles that most frequently fall at the periphery of la raza dominicana 

are blancos and rubios believed to be extranjeros. The profile of the negro or prieto is 

understood to be as equally likely to be Dominican or extranjero. The following sections 

explore how these results change when divided by research site: Santo Domingo vs. 

Dajabón. 

2. Santo Domingo 

As overall, when weighted by category, indio (75.0%) and moreno (74.5%) are the terms 

that participants most frequently use to describe images that they determine to be 

Dominican.  In contrast to the overall results, participants in Santo Domingo least frequently 

use prieto (and not rubio) when identifying a person as Dominican (35.7%). As overall, 

participants determine images from all categories to appear more Dominican than not, with 

the exception of images described as prieto (35.7%) and rubio (38.3%). 

Table 114. Cross-Tabulation: Dominicanness, Matiz Racial (SDQ) 

 
Y N YN None 

 Blanco/a 155 (56.2%) 120 (43.5%) 1 (0.4%)   276 
Colorao 25 (52.1%) 23 (47.9%) 

 
  48 

Indio/a 300 (75.0%) 95 (23.8%) 5 (1.3%)   400 
Jabao/a 42 (60.0%) 27 (38.6%) 1 (1.4%)   70 
Moreno/a 120 (74.5%) 41 (25.5%) 

 
  161 

Mulato/a 91 (69.5%) 39 (29.8%) 1 (0.8%)   131 
Negro/a 41 (56.2%) 32 (43.8%) 

 
  73 

Pelirrojo/a 21 (48.8%) 21 (48.8%) 1 (2.3%)   43 
Prieto/a 5 (35.7%) 8 (57.4%) 1 (7.1%)   14 
Rubio/a 23 (38.3%) 36 (60.0%) 

 
1 (1.7%) 60 
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Y N YN None 

 Trigueño/a 16 (59.3%) 10 (37.0%) 1 (3.7%)   27 
Otro/a 126 51 

 
  177 

None 3 2 3   8 

 
968 505 14 1 1488 

 
65.05% 33.94% 0.94% 0.07% 

  
Participants in Santo Domingo are slightly less likely than overall to describe a blanco, 

colorao, indio, moreno, pelirrojo, prieto or trigueño as Dominican. Participants in Santo 

Domingo are slightly more likely than overall to describe a jabao, mulato, negro, or rubio as 

Dominican.  

3. Dajabón 

As overall and in Santo Domingo, when weighted by category, indio (80.08%) is the 

term that participants most frequently use to describe images that they determine to be 

Dominican. In contrast to the overall results and Santo Domingo results, trigueño (and not 

moreno) is the second term that participants most frequently use to describe images that they 

perceive to be Dominican. In contrast to the overall results and Santo Domingo results, 

participants in Dajabón least frequently use negro (and not rubio or prieto) when identifying 

a person as Dominican (32.0%). As overall, participants determine images from all 

categories to appear more Dominican than not, with the exception of images described as 

negro (32.0%) and rubio (38.18%). 

Table 115. Cross Tabulation: Dominicanness, Matiz Racial (DAJ) 

 
Y N YN None 

 Blanco/a 211 (62.9%) 121 (36.1%) 2 (0.6%) 1 (0.3%) 335 
Colorao 36 (55.4%) 29 (44.6%) 

 
  65 

Indio/a 390 (80.1%) 88 (18.1%) 5 (1.0%) 4 (0.8%) 487 
Jabao/a 56 (56.0%) 42 (42.0%) 2 (2.0%)   100 
Moreno/a 162 (72.0%) 62 (27.6%) 1 (0.4%)   225 
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Y N YN None 

 Mulato/a 62 (60.8%) 39 (38.2%) 1 (0.9%)   102 
Negro/a 16 (32.0%) 34 (68.0%) 

 
  50 

Pelirrojo/a 15 (62.5%) 9 (37.5%) 
 

  24 
Prieto/a 10 (52.6%) 9 (47.4%) 

 
  19 

Rubio/a 21 (38.2%) 34 (61.8%) 
 

  55 
Trigueño/a 58 (77.3%) 17 (22.7%) 

 
  75 

Otro/a 11 20 
 

  31 
None 5 2   9 16 

 
1053 506 11 14 1584 

 
66.48% 31.94% 0.69% 0.88% 

  
An association rules analysis of these data reveals that there is a relationship between the 

research site and whether an image will be judged to look Dominican. Rule 1 in Table 116 

predicts that participants in Dajabón are slightly more likely to evaluate images as 

Dominican. 

Table 116. Association Rule: RESEARCH SITE, DOMINICAN 

 If Then Support Confidence Lift 
1 {RESEARCH.SITE=DAJ} {DOMINICAN=Y} 0.3423 0.665 1.015 

Participants in Dajabón are slightly less likely than overall to describe a jabao, moreno, 

mulato, negro, or rubio as Dominican. Participants in Dajabón are slightly more likely than 

overall to describe a blanco, colorao, indio, pelirrojo, prieto or trigueño as Dominican.  

Across research sites, participants least frequently describe as Dominican individuals 

that fall at the poles of the physical spectrum—rubio and prieto / negro. Still, there is some 

regional variation in the frequency with which participants associate these terms and their 

corresponding physical images with Dominicanness. For example, images described as 

prieto in Dajabón are more frequently determined to be Dominican than images described as 

negro, an interesting dynamic in this Dominican-Haitian border region. In Santo Domingo, 

the opposite is true. Images described as negro are more frequently determined to be 
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Dominican than images described as prieto. At both sites, the less extreme categories blanco 

and moreno are more frequently described as Dominican, except that participants determine 

blanco to be Dominican more frequently in Dajabón and moreno to be Dominican more 

frequently in Santo Domingo.  

Engaging the ideology of “Race as Nationality,” this section has explored how 

Dominicans see and delimit la raza dominicana. Engaging the Nationality paradigm of race, 

as a physical index, brings a new perspective to the question of contemporary racial identity 

in the Dominican Republic. The next section examines additional considerations of race, 

region, and typicality. 

C. Experiment 2: Dominicano Típico 

Whereas the preceding analysis has examined the broad spectrum of physical profiles 

that fall within la raza dominicana, the present analysis specifically examines how the 

notion of typicality engages factors such as race and region. When asked directly, many 

Dominicans will respond that there is no single image of the “typical Dominican,” as in the 

case of a participant that stated, “Todos los representa[n] porque somo[s] un país de muchas 

diver[s]idades” (‘They [the photos] all represent them because we are a country of many 

diversities’). Notwithstanding the challenge of the task, participants are able to identify 

physical profiles that conform to specific notions of dominicanidad. The following 

discussion engages participant perceptions to gauge the physical indices of typicality as 

understood in the Dominican Republic.  

To explore this question, 268 participants in Santiago and Santo Domingo were asked to 

complete a photo description questionnaire, as a part of which participants examine 16 color 
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photographs and, among other tasks, indicate which of the 16 photos most represents el 

dominicano típico (‘the typical Dominican’). Of the 268 participants, 15.3 percent gave no 

response. This result is consistent with initial responses regarding the difficulty of 

identifying a single image of Dominican typicality. From the remaining results, however, 

patterns emerge regarding the physical profiles of typicality, as well as the matiz racial 

descriptors used to describe the images. 

1. Overall 

Of 227 given responses, 202 participants identify an image (and corresponding matiz 

racial), and 25 participants identify only matiz racial. The results are as follows. Three 

images are most frequently identified as el dominicano típico: MALE_7 (15.42 percent), 

FEMALE_5 (14.98 percent), and FEMALE_8 (13.22 percent) (Figure 85). Participants 

describe MALE_7 as moreno (62.86 percent) and negro (22.86 percent); FEMALE_5 as 

india (44.12 percent) and mulata (20.59 percent); and FEMALE_8 as morena (66.67 

percent). These results frame an image of the “typical Dominican” that engages the 

moreno/a, indio/a, negro/a, and mulato/a profiles.  

 
Figure 85: Images Most Frequently Identified as Dominicano Típico 

Expanding the analysis beyond the three most frequently identified images confirms this 
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pattern. Overall, the modal matiz racial descriptor for images identified as dominicano 

típico is moreno/a (32.16 percent), followed by indio/a (24.67 percent). Descriptors used 

with intermediate frequency are mulato/a (11.01 percent), negro/a (10.13 percent), and 

blanco/a (9.69 percent). The remaining descriptors, those used with least frequency, are 

trigueño/a (4.85 percent), jabao/a (3.08 percent), prieto/a (2.20 percent), and colorao (1.76 

percent). These results confirm that for study participants the image of typicality evokes the 

physical profile of the moreno, as typified by the images of MALE_7 and FEMALE_8.  

It is worth noting here that what participants are describing is matiz racial and not the 

broader notion of raza. When analyzed in terms of raza, the results are striking. Three of the 

four most frequent descriptors fall within groups identified in the Dominican Republic with 

la raza negra: moreno/a, mulato/a, and negro/a (Guzmán, 1974). This stands in stark 

contrast to prevailing narratives. These results, though instructive, are not the end of the 

inquiry.  

The following two sections explore the relationship between participant self description 

and participant assessment of typicality, and the relationship between region and participant 

assessment of typicality. As discussed in previous sections, Dominican racial identity is not 

a monolith, and informed analyses must acknowledge and engage regional and ideological 

differences.  

2. Self Description 

As with description of matiz racial (in Chapter 6), participants describe the typical 

Dominican in a way that relates to their own self description. Whereas, overall, participants 

describe the dominicano típico as blanco in 9.7 percent of responses, participants that 
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describe themselves as blanco identify the typical Dominican as blanco at twice the 

frequency (20.0%). The same is true for indio. Overall, participants describe the typical 

Dominican as indio in 24.7 percent of responses, participants that also describe themselves 

as indio identify the dominicano típico as indio in 33.3 percent of cases. Participants that 

describe themselves as moreno also describe the typical Dominican as moreno at a higher 

frequency (41.9%) than expected (32.2%). Likewise, while participants describe the 

dominicano típico as mulato in 11.45 percent of responses, participants that describe 

themselves as mulato identify the typical Dominican as mulato in 25 percent of cases. These 

participants additionally describe the typical Dominican as negro at a higher than expected 

frequency (41.7% vs. 9.7%). While participants describe the dominicano típico as negro in 

9.69 percent of responses, participants that also describe themselves as negro are nearly 

twice as likely to use negro (18.8%). These participants also describe the typical Dominican 

as moreno at a higher frequency (37.5%) than expected (32.16%).  

Table 117. Cross-Tabulation: Participant Description, Description of Dominicano Típico 

 
Although the frequency data suggest a relationship between participant self description and 
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identification of a typical image, the image description does not always vary with the 

participant description. The association rules in Table 118 are an example. Rule 1 predicts 

that participants that describe themselves as blanco and identify MALE_2 as the ‘typical 

Dominican’ will describe MALE_2 as blanco. Likewise, Rule 2 predicts that participants 

that describe themselves as indio and identify MALE_2 as the ‘typical Dominican’ will also 

describe MALE_2 as blanco.  

Table 118. Association Rules: PART. DESCRIPTION, IMAGE, DESCRIPTION 

 If Then Support Confidence Lift 
1 {PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPT

ION=BLANCO, IMAGE= 
MALE_2} 

{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}     

0.013 0.750 7.739 

2 {PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPT
ION=INDIO, IMAGE= 
MALE_2} 

{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO} 

0.013 1.000 10.318 

3. Region 

As with self description in the previous section, participants describe the typical 

Dominican in a way that relates to the region in which the participant lives. 

Table 119. Cross-Tabulation: Location, Description of Dominicano Típico 

 
As between Santiago and Santo Domingo, participants in Santiago are more likely to 

identify the typical Dominican as blanco; participants from both sites identify the typical 

Dominican as colorao with equal frequency; participants in Santiago are more likely to 

identify the typical Dominican as indio; participants in Santo Domingo are slightly more 
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likely to identify the typical Dominican as jabao and substantially more likely to identify the 

typical Dominican as moreno; participants in Santo Domingo are also slightly more likely to 

identify the typical Dominican as mulato; participants in Santiago are slightly more likely to 

identify the typical Dominican as negro or prieto; and participants in Santo Domingo are 

slightly more likely to identify the typical Dominican as trigueño.  

The following sections will further examine the dominicano típico results by region, and 

analyze the ways in which these results mirror and diverge from the overall results. 

a. Santiago de los Caballeros 

The 144 participants presented with the dominicano típico task in Santiago generate 116 

responses. As in the overall results, the most frequently identified images are MALE_7, 

FEMALE_ 5, and FEMALE_8. What differs in Santiago is the order of frequency of the 

images. Whereas MALE_7 is the modal image of el dominicano típico overall, FEMALE_5 

(19.83 percent) is the modal image in Santiago. MALE_7 (14.66 percent) is the second most 

frequent image, and FEMALE_8 (10.34 percent) remains the third most frequent image. 

Figure 86 contains these frequency data. 
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Figure 86: Dominicano Típico by Image (Santiago) 

Table 120 contains two 1-to-1 association rules that derive from the relationship between 

the variables IMAGE and RESEARCH SITE. These rules predict that participants that 

identify FEMALE_4 or FEMALE_5 as the typical Dominican will be from Santiago. 

Table 120. Association Rules: IMAGE, RESEARCH SITE 

 If Then Support Confidence Lift 
1 {IMAGE=FEMALE_4} {RESEARCH.SITE= 

SANTIAGO} 
0.035 0.727 1.423 

2 {IMAGE=FEMALE_5} {RESEARCH.SITE= 
SANTIAGO} 

0.101 0.676 1.324 

An examination of the matiz racial descriptors used to describe the images reveals that 

the change in frequency from the overall results between MALE_7 and FEMALE_5 is 

matched by a corresponding change in the relative frequency of matiz racial descriptors. 

Whereas, overall, the modal descriptor is moreno/a, followed by indio/a, the modal 

descriptor in Santiago is indio/a (27.59 percent), followed by moreno/a (25.86 percent). 

These results tend to suggest that the image of typicality in Santiago conforms to a slightly 

lighter profile than in the overall results. 
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Figure 87: Dominicano Típico by Term (Santiago) 

The association rule in Table 121 predicts that participants that identify the ‘typical 

Dominican’ as blanco will be from Santiago. 

Table 121. Association Rule: DESCRIPTION, RESEARCH SITE 

 If Then Support Confidence Lift 
1 {DESCRIPTION= 

BLANCO} 
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO} 

0.070 0.727 1.423 

b. Santo Domingo 

The 124 participants presented with the dominicano típico task in Santo Domingo 

generate 111 responses. As in the overall results, and in Santiago, the most frequently 

identified images are MALE_7, FEMALE_ 5, and FEMALE_8. In Santo Domingo, 

however, the order of frequency differs from both the overall results and the Santiago 

results. Whereas MALE_7 is the most frequent image overall, and FEMALE_5 is the most 

frequent image in Santiago, FEMALE_8 (16.22 percent) and MALE_7 (16.22 percent) are 

identified as typical with equal frequency among participants in Santo Domingo. 

FEMALE_5 (9.91 percent) is the third most frequent image. Figure 88 contains these 
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frequency data. 

 
Figure 88: Dominicano Típico by Image (SDQ) 

Viewing the results overall and across sites prompts the question of the relationship 

among race, gender and typicality in the Dominican Republic. The most frequently 

identified image overall, and the most frequently identified male image at each research site, 

is MALE_7 – identified by participants as moreno and negro. In Santiago and in Santo 

Domingo, el moreno is consistently viewed as typically Dominican. Conversely, the same 

consistency is not present for female images across regions. In Santiago, the most typical 

female image is FEMALE_5 – described as india and mulata, representing an intermediate 

to light profile. The most typical female image in Santo Domingo, however, is FEMALE_8 

– described as morena, and representing a distinct physical profile from that presented by 

FEMALE_5. In Santiago, the image of female typicality (la india) corresponds to the lighter 

profiles associated with the northern region. Conversely, in Santo Domingo, the image of 

female typicality (la morena) corresponds to the darker profiles associated with the southern 

and eastern regions. These results point to the need for more research on how gender inflects 

regional understandings of racial typicality.  
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An examination of the matiz racial descriptors used to describe the images in Santo 

Domingo reveals that the order of frequency in Santo Domingo is largely consistent with the 

overall order of frequency: moreno/a (38.74 percent), indio/a (21.62 percent), mulato/a 

(12.61 percent), negro/a (8.11 percent), blanco/a (5.41 percent), trigueño/a (5.41 percent), 

jabao/a (3.6 percent). A slight difference occurs with the two least frequent descriptors 

prieto/a (1.8 percent) and colorao/a (1.8 percent). Whereas, overall, prieto is slightly more 

frequent than colorao/a, the two profiles appear with equal frequency in the results from 

Santo Domingo. 

 
Figure 89: Dominicano Típico by Term (SDQ) 

The present section has examined how the notion of typicality in the Dominican 

Republic engages factors such as race and region. The results show that, overall, participants 

most frequently associate typicality with the profile of the moreno/a. This association 

changes slightly when examined by region, where, for example, the most typical profile in 

Santiago is the indio/a. That Dominicans are conceptualizing typicality in this way, with a 

broad affinity for the moreno/a profile, suggests that the cross-disciplinary consensus about 

denial and lack of self-awareness is, at the very least, overstated. 
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D. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has discussed data from three settings regarding how participants 

understand the relationship between racial categories and Dominican typicality. Engaging 

the Nationality paradigm of race, this section has explored how Dominicans see and delimit 

la raza dominicana. In this first section, interview participants acknowledge broad physical 

diversity within the Dominican racial setting and generally position typicality within the 

categories of indio and trigueño. These participants also emphasize that blanco is not a 

‘typical’ Dominican identity. In the second section, survey participants in Santo Domingo 

and Dajabón evaluate images to delimit the physical boundaries of Dominicanness and 

position moreno, blanco, and indio profiles as most Dominican and blanco and rubio 

profiles as least Dominican. The final section examines how the notion of Dominican 

typicality engages factors such as race and region. The results show that, overall, 

participants most frequently associate typicality with the profile of the moreno/a. When 

examined by region, a gender-based distinction emerges, confirming the typicality of the 

moreno profile across regions, while suggesting that notions of female racial typicality may 

vary by region. These results highlight again the importance of regionally informed analysis. 


